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A way for photographers of all types and abilities to carry their Camera with them, wherever they go, has 
finally emerged into the market. 
 
Peak Design first came onto the photography scene in 2010 by revolutionizing the way photographers 
handle their cameras by introducing the Capture Camera Clip System. Peak Design’s mission has always 
been to enable people to better transport and physically manage their cameras, and providing new ways 
to shoot action video.  
 

Capture can clamp tightly onto your backpack strap, waist belt, 
messenger bag, baby carrier or other existing gear. Furthermore, 
the Capture is extremely rigid and secure so you don’t have to 
worry about your DSLR swinging or bouncing into harm’s way. 
Capture’s quick-release lock also lets you to draw your camera, 
take a shot, and securely lock your camera back in place with just a 
single hand. One of their featured products is Capture P.O.V. This 
is one of the most versatile action camera mount ever created, by 
which it lets you mount a GoPro® or other action cameras, or even 
point-and-shoot cameras directly on any backpack or strap. 

 
Peak Design is a unique company – they are entirely crowdfunded 
on Kickstarter, where they connect with thousands of like-minded 
people across the world who use the Capture® gear and help steer 
the direction of the company with their feedback. At present, Peak 
Design has raised four successful Kickstarter campaigns, with their 
latest “The Everyday Messenger: A Bag for Cameras & Essential 
Carry” campaign raising almost US$5 million. The Everyday 
Messenger, is an intelligent and adaptable messenger bag that is 
specially designed for photographers, creatives, travelers and 
commuters. It adapts to your gear and lifestyle by expanding and 
contracting (13.5L to 20.5L) to accommodate your belongings. The 
shell of the bag, made of lightweight Kodra® synthetic canvas, is 
waxed and DWR-coated to repel water. It also contains high-
density tessellating foam pads to protect from bumps and bruises. 
 
Capture ensures that your camera will be ready whenever you need it and completely safe when you 
don’t. Its convenience also makes it an ideal accessory for photographers of all experience levels. From 
studio pros and wedding photographers to outdoors enthusiasts and parents with small kids, Capture has 
revolutionized the way people transport and handle their DSLR cameras. 
 
Available at shop.findingsgroup.com, Tin Cheung Camera, Coxell, Ying Kee  
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